Me? Improv?
Earlier this week I was reading the comments left by blog
readers that got me thinking. Here’s what it said, “I don’t
know why, but I did not expect “improv” from you. Lol. However
I love what you did. It made a great quilt top. Maybe I need
to try this. Do you think you’ll do more?”
The comment came after I showed off these blocks for a baby
quilt I was working on….

I actually have done improv….I don’t do it a lot but have.
Early this year I did this quilt…. (The original post about
the quilt can be found here) To me, this is improv but I
might need a better definition on improv. To me improv is
sewing without really cutting first. Grab two pieces and sew
them….to some I think improv means the modern look sewn with
solid fabrics.
If I follow my definition….this quilt is improv.

This was done with a panel.

The alternate blocks between the

blocks with the abc letters are completely improv.
When I first started looking on the internet for quilting
inspiration-years ago- I came across a tutorial on improv
quilting..I followed it and made this… (more on this quilt
here)

This is improv is going by the second definition.

It was a baby quilt for my great niece. I loved working on
it. Either way it is defined…I guess I’ve made both types of
improv quilts.
Later I went on to host a “Crumb” along here on the blog.
That started after I made this quilt for my daughter Kalissa.
I had so many people wanting to know how to make it so I did
tutorials each week on how I made the blocks that went into
this quilt. If you look close you can see free form pieced
quilt blocks like stars, nine patches, flying geese, log cabin
and churn dash blocks are mixed in the quilt. No ruler or
rotary cutter was used to make this quilt except when I
squared up blocks.

I still love this quilt, don’t you?

While I was hosting the crumble along I sewed along too.

That

left me with enough blocks to make a baby quilt so I made
this….You can see the improv blocks in this one better.

This was later gifted to my grandson Carver.
now…..

It’s his quilt

By that time I was VERY tired of working with upcycled men’s
shirt fabric.
I wanted to try improv with my Civil War
prints.

I think of all the quilts I’ve ever made, this one is likely
my favorite. I had so much fun doing it and completely love
the results. Here’s a closer up picture of it.

That’s my old dog Gracie showing off the quilt.
There is a whole section of the blog that still exists that
shows how to make the blocks for this quilt. You can find it
here.
So yes…I think it’s okay for me to say I can do improv
quilting.
I am always saving fabrics to make more.
My
version of improv typically uses crumbs (tiny pieces of
fabrics) to make the quilts.

So tell me…what is your definition of improv? Are my quilts
made from crumbs improv…or are they crumb quilts or are they
both?…and as for the question of will I made more. FOR SURE I
WILL….I love doing it. I just don’t like the mess of it all!
Thanks so much for asking the question. It really gave me a
chance to think about how I quilt and also gave us all a
chance to firm up out quilting definitions.

